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Introducing our brand new academic platform –
Cambridge Core
Welcome to our Cambridge Core catalogue, featuring highlights from our new academic
platform. Cambridge Core brings together over 32,000 ebooks and 380 journals for the first
time, on one combined platform. We hope that you find the platform intuitive, fast, and easy
to navigate for both you as librarians, and your researchers.
In addition to launching this exciting new platform, we continue to expand our publishing program in journals, working
with an increasing number of key societies as well as launching a number of new Open Access journals. We've taken on a
number of major titles with over 20 added in 2017 including the leading journals of the American Society of International
Law, as well as the journals of the Weed Science Society of America. Our books publishing programme continues to
expand, and we welcome new publishing partners onto the Cambridge Core platform as well as continuing to add new
ebooks with greater frequency.

All existing academic content from the
following platforms is now available on
Cambridge Core:

Key features of Cambridge Core for librarians
Cambridge Core offers new and improved tools and
functionality for librarians including:

CJO

Cambridge Journals Online

Reporting

CBO

Cambridge Books Online

CHO

Cambridge Histories Online

CCO

Cambridge Companions Online

SSO

Shakespeare Survey Online

• Access COUNTER 4 reports for your holdings
• Download your ebook and journal reports in one
convenient location
• Reports for the past 5 years of CBO and CJO usage
also available

UPO

University Publishing Online

Cambridge Core is...
• Informed by extensive market research
• Built with researcher and librarian needs at its core
• A single books and journals platform making it much
easier for librarians to administer access
• Responsive and compatible for all devices
• Faster, more intuitive and with a high performing,
powerful search function
• Robust, stable and adaptable to future needs

Turnaway reports
• Turnaway reports are captured and retrievable via
Core Admin – these note when a user attempts to get
access but cannot
Accessibility
• Cambridge Core is committed to providing a platform
that is accessible to the widest possible audience,
regardless of technology or ability

Additional platforms and products
from Cambridge
Although we have moved a large amount of content for
academics onto Cambridge Core, there are a number of
platforms and databases currently located on different
platforms.
These platforms and products are:
•
•
•
•

Cambridge Law Reports
Cambridge Archive Editions
Ben Jonson Online
Stahl Online

• Dictionary of Irish
Bibliography
• Orlando
• Africa Bibliography

Using this catalogue
You can also find out about other academic and professional
products from page 46 onwards, and see an overview of
pricing models and options for all products and platforms on
page 46.

Security
• Cambridge Core is secure and includes key tools to
protect customers' data

cambridge.org/core
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Ebooks on Cambridge Core
Over 32,000 online monographs, textbooks, and course books are available for
institutional purchase on Cambridge Core. Cambridge publish around 1,500
on average each year which are simultaneously added to our online ebook
platforms alongside print publication.
Ebook purchasing options

Key features

We offer a number of purchasing options for our
ebook content including:

• Simultaneous publication Print & Electronic
• Free MARC records for easy cataloguing
• Trust-based Digital Rights Management
(DRM)
• Unlimited user concurrency

• Pick-and-choose on a title-by-title basis
• Build your own collection customised by subject
area, publication date and other criteria
• Evidence Based Acquisition
• Advance Ordering
• Librarian Self Service (available in some territories)

Partner Publishing on Cambridge Core
We are pleased to be able to provide access to ebooks from
the world-renowned publishing programmes of our partner
presses via Cambridge Core. These titles cover subjects from
all disciplines across the fields of science, technology and
medicine, as well as humanities and social sciences.
Making a unique contribution to the world of scholarship, our ebook partner
publishing programme sets new standards for the integration of key academic
content. It offers all users a new dimension of access and usability, supporting
and enhancing research.
Access to these partner publisher titles through Cambridge Core is available to
libraries worldwide under a number of attractive and flexible models, ensuring
instant access to the best research available. Cambridge Core features a page
for each partner publisher, to allow you to explore their titles.
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Partner Publishers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anthem Press
Boydell & Brewer
Edinburgh University Press
Emirates Center for Strategic Studies and
Research
Foundation Books
ISEAS Yusof Ishak Institute
Jagiellonian University Press
Liverpool University Press
Mathematical Association of America
The Royal Economic Society
The University of Adelaide Press

Journals on Cambridge Core
We currently publish over 380
academic journals in Science,
Technology, Medicine, and the
Humanities and Social Sciences
and our list continues to expand,
with over 20 new journals added
in 2017. Many of these titles are
the leading journals in their fields
and together they form one of the
most valuable and comprehensive
collections of research available
today.

Packages include:
• Full Package
• Humanities and Social Sciences
(HSS) Package
• Science, Technology and Medicine
(STM) Package
• Subject Area Packages including:
– Business package
– Agriculture package
– Science and Technology package
– Language and Linguistics package
– Biological Sciences package
plus many more

For any collection you subscribe to, you will
gain perpetual access to content from the
years in which you subscribe.
Cambridge Journals are available in online
packages for companies, institutions, and
consortia worldwide, for single or multiple
sites.

Subject collections
From page 11, key highlights of each subject
area are featured. Together these subject
areas form the larger packages. Some titles
may appear under more than one subject
area.

Journals Digital Archive 1770 – 2015
Knowledge is no longer shelved

Since the Cambridge Journals Digital Archive (CJDA) was launched
in 2009, over 3.5 million extra pages of content have been digitised,
including content dating back to 1770.
The 2017 CJDA now contains over 900,000 articles and has over 10
million linked references. It includes the extensive backfiles of over 300
leading journals published by Cambridge University Press and forms a
vital record of eminent research.
•
•
•
•

Over 300 Cambridge Journals backfiles
From Volume 1, Issue 1
Over 245 years of world class research
More than 10 million linked references

Collections to suit every customer
The Cambridge Journals Digital Archive (CJDA) is available in
multiple collections, as individual journal archives or in custom
packages.
• Cambridge Journals Complete Digital Archive
• Cambridge Journals Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS)
Digital Archive
• Cambridge Journals Science, Technology and Medicine (STM)
Digital Archive
• Subject and bespoke archive collections
• Individual title archives
• Collections on Cambridge Core

cambridge.org/core
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Cambridge Histories on Cambridge Core
Cambridge Histories are a globally
respected series of history books,
authored by distinguished scholars.
They offer a contextualized
overview, suggesting how events
are related to one another and
presenting history as a continuous
and evolutionary process. Because
they offer a big picture perspective
in each subject area, Cambridge
Histories are an excellent place to
begin research.
Find out more:
cambridge.org/histories-on-core

Subject overview
Subjects range widely across the humanities
with a concentration on political and cultural
history. Each volume includes authoritative
narrative accounts by specialists and extensive
bibliographic referencing.

Available Sub-collections
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American history
Ancient history and classical studies
Asian history
British & European history
Literature
Middle East & African studies
Music & theatre
Philosophy & political thought
Religion

Find the purchase model to suit
your needs
• Collections purchasing
Purchase perpetual access to the full
Cambridge Histories collection, or smaller
thematic or regional collections via a
one-time fee
• Title-by-title selection
Purchase titles via a pick-and-choose
model – if you have previously purchased
the full Cambridge Histories Archive, or
one of the sub-collections
• Annual collection updates
Add to your Cambridge Histories
collection with all new titles added in a
specific year
• Print purchase is also available

Popular ebooks

NEW and forthcoming
THE CAMBRIDGE
WORLD HISTORY OF

SLAVERY
VOLUME 4
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The Cambridge
Intellectual
History of
Byzantium

Cambridge Companions on Cambridge Core
Cambridge Companions are a
series of authoritative guides,
written by leading experts, offering
lively, accessible introductions to
major writers, artists, philosophers,
topics, and periods.
Find out more:
cambridge.org/companions-on-core

Cambridge Core hosts the online collection
of the printed series and includes over 600
Companions titles, over 4,000 essays, plus
bibliographies and further reading.

Subjects include
•
•
•
•
•
•

Literature
Classics
Philosophy
Religion and culture
Music
Cultural studies

Find the purchase model to suit
your needs
• Purchase perpetual access to the full
Cambridge Companions collection, or
smaller subject collections via a one-time
fee with a 30% built-in discount
• Title-by-title purchasing
Individual titles are also available to buy on
a title-by-title basis
• Annual collection updates
Keep your collection up-to-date by
purchasing all new Companions published
in that year
• Annual lease option
• Print purchase is also available

Popular ebooks

NEW and forthcoming

cambridge.org/core
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Shakespeare Survey on Cambridge Core
Since 1948, Shakespeare Survey
has been publishing the best
international scholarship in English
and many of its essays have
become classics of Shakespearean
criticism. Shakespeare Survey
is available as a collection on
Cambridge Core, as one of the
the leading digital resources for
Shakespearean study.
Find out more:
cambridge.org/shakespearesurvey

Publishing annually since 1948
Each volume is devoted to a theme, play, or
group of plays, and also contains a selection
of reviews of that year’s textual and critical
studies, and of the year’s major British
performances. The volumes are illustrated
throughout with a variety of Shakespearean
images and production photographs.
Each new annual edition is published
simultaneously online and in print.

Recent highlights

Key features
• Distinguished and unique texts
• Chronologies, extensive bibliographies
and guides to further reading

Availability
Shakespeare Survey is available via an annual
lease model.

Cambridge Library Collection
1740 – 1940 on Cambridge Core
The Cambridge Library Collection
is the premier imprint for reissues
of out-of-copyright scholarly
books, from multiple publishers,
originating from the eighteenth to
the early twentieth century.
The Collection publishes across the full range of
academic subjects and has particular strengths
in colonial and military/naval history, maritime
and polar exploration, classics, ancient history,
linguistics, and the history of science and
mathematics. Cambridge Library Collection
titles are available on Cambridge Core.
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Recent highlights

JFM Archive on Cambridge Core
Journal of Fluid Mechanics Digital Archive 1956–1996
Journal of Fluid Mechanics
(JFM) Digital Archive contains
all the research published in this
leading journal from Volume 1 in
1956 until Volume 329 in 1996.
Throughout this time, the journal
has presented authoritative
articles covering theoretical,
computational, and experimental
investigations of all aspects of
the mechanics of fluids and their
applications to many other fields.

Applicable fields include

Range and features

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Volume 1 (1956) – Volume 329 (1996) included
• 640 issues reproduced
• Covers all physical and mathematical aspects of
the dynamics, mechanics, and motion of fluids
• JFM has maintained its position as the premier
journal in the field for over half a century

Aeronautics
Astrophysics
Biology
Chemical engineering
Mechanical engineering
Hydraulics
Meteorology
Oceanography
Geology
Acoustics
Combustion

Find out more: cambridge.org/core-jfm

Availability: JFM Archive is available
via a one-time payment for perpetual
access. Current content in Journal of Fluid
Mechanics is also available via an annual
subscription. For more information or
pricing, please get in touch with your usual
Cambridge colleague, or use the contact
information on the back of this catalogue.

MRS Advances on Cambridge Core
A new peer-reviewed online-only journal of interdisciplinary materials research
MRS Advances is a new peerreviewed online-only journal
featuring impactful research, in
particular rapid reports of work
in progress, from the Materials
Research Society (MRS). The journal
covers new and emerging science
and is designed to reflect the way
materials researchers work, write,
publish and share their results.
Article scope offers a focused, indepth look at key materials topics
of current interest.

Scope
Subjects covered include:
• Biomaterials, biomimetics
• Nanomaterials, quantum matter,
plasmonics, nanophotonics
• Materials for energy and environmental
sustainability
• Functional materials
• Novel topics in metallurgy
• Theory of materials, effects on materials
properties and novel methods

Availability: MRS Advances is available
via a premium or regular subscription.
A regular subscription includes current
and three years’ of back file access to its
predecessor, MRS Online Proceedings
Library. A premium subscription also
includes full one year's lease access
to the full archive. Access to the MRS
Online Proceedings Library Archive is also
available as a one time purchase. For more
details please enquire.

Find out more: cambridge.org/core/journals/mrs-advances
cambridge.org/core
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Open Access at Cambridge
Taking knowledge forward
Open Access (OA) has become
an important way to make research
findings freely available for anyone
to access and view.
Our growing Open Access
programme brings together
leading researchers and thinkers
to create a rich exchange of
ideas and knowledge. We aim to
support all forms of OA research
and inter-disciplinary collaboration
that are financially sustainable.
We annually review our doubledipping policy to ensure
subscription prices take into
account the quantity of Open
Access articles published in a
given volume.

The Cambridge Open Access
programme includes:
• A hybrid open access option for over 200
journals
• A programme of 18 wholly open access
journals. This includes the following titles
–– APSIPA Transactions on Signal and
Information Processing
–– BJHS Themes
–– Design Science
–– Forum of Mathematics, Pi
–– Forum of Mathematics, Sigma
–– Global Mental Health
–– High Power Laser Science and
Engineering
–– Journal of Agricultural and Applied
Economics
–– Journal of Nutritional Science
–– Parasitology Open
• Over 10 Gold Open Access books as well
as books available through the Knowledge
Unlatched initiative

Open Access Membership
options

Open Access Policies
• We are fully compliant
We have been listed as a ‘Green’ publisher
in the SHERPA/RoMEO database of
publishers’ copyright and self-archiving
policies since 2007. Cambridge complies
with the requirements of The Wellcome
Trust, UKRC, HHMI, NIH and many other
agencies
• Retrospective OA
We offer the option for published articles to
be made Open Access through payment of
the article processing change
• We support green archiving
We support green archiving, with access
covered by our standard copyright forms.
These allow our authors to archive their
Accepted Manuscripts in institutional
repositories, on personal webpages and in
subject repositories such as PubMed Central.
Find out more about our green archiving
policies at cambridge.org/openaccess

Open Access journals include:
BJHS THEMES

BJHS

Intersections: Science and Technology in
Twentieth Century China and India
Guest edited by Hasok Chang and Gregory Radick

VOLUME X 2016
543

565

‘Morals can not be drawn from facts but guidance may be’: the early life of
W.D. Hamilton’s theory of inclusive fitness
sarah a. swenson
An Ottoman response to Darwinism: I . smail Fennî on Islam and evolution
alper bilgili

583

Bears in Eden, or, this is not the garden you’re looking for: Margaret
Cavendish, Robert Hooke and the limits of natural philosophy
ian lawson

607

Medicine, metals and empire: the survival of a chymical projector in early
eighteenth-century London

639

The ichneumon fly and the equilibration of British natural economies in the
eighteenth century

koji yamamoto

sheila wille

661

Between universalism and regionalism: universal systematics from imperial Japan
jung lee

Book reviews
Corrigendum
Index of authors

729

Books reviewed

VOLUME X 2016

BJHS

THEMES
Intersections: Science and Technology in
Twentieth Century China and India
Guest edited by Hasok Chang and Gregory Radick

Design Science
AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL

VOLUME X 2016

685
725
727

Intersections: Science and Technology in Twentieth Century China and India

THEMES
We provide both institutional Annual
Membership and Institutional Prepayment Membership for institutions.
For further information please contact:
openaccess@cambridge.org

VOLUME 1 2014

Editor-in-Chief: Panos Y. Papalambros
Co-Editor-in-Chief: John S. Gero

Published for The British Society for the History of Science
by Cambridge University Press
For further information about this journal
please go to the journal website at:
journals.cambridge.org/bjt

A peer-reviewed, open access, thematic journal for the history of science.

Find out more about Open Access at cambridge.org/cambridgeopen
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Coming soon

Introducing a brand new concept in
academic publishing and scholarly
communication, combining the best
features of journals and books

Find out more
cambridge.org/elements

Introducing

ining...
b
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co

The new academic platform from Cambridge University Press

32,000+

380+

ebooks made up of more
than 260,000 chapters

journals containing
over 1,600,000 articles
across 200,000+
volumes

THAT’S MORE THAN

In over

30

subject areas

19,000,000

PAGES OF CONTENT
ON CAMBRIDGE CORE

if you laid each page end to end this would stretch from Cambridge to New York (over 3,440 miles or 5,550 km)

Developing Cambridge Core

414 librarians
1,743 partner publishers

user and
stakeholder
interviews

survey
participants

130

5

9,214

Informing continuous improvement

74

ila, Philip
an
p

60

2,006 future authors

K
,U

M

4,438 authors

ambridg
e
6C

7,693 researchers

s
ine

Creating Cambridge Core

people working
on the project

Feedback and testing by over
130 users and librarians

OVER

385
TITLES

355+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

110+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

25+

Partner Titles

3

Cambridge Journals
Titles

3

Anthropology
Cambridge University Press is one of the leading publishers in anthropology. Our publishing programme
showcases the best in scholarship, with particular strengths in social, cultural, and linguistic anthropology.
We publish in the following
topics within Anthropology:

Popular ebooks from Cambridge

Social and cultural anthropology,
Linguistic anthropology, Anthropological
theory, Biological and medical
anthropology, Evolutionary anthropology,
Physical anthropology

Leading books titles include:
• Race: an introduction by Peter Wade
• A World of Babies: Imagined Childcare
Guides for Eight Societies by Alma
Gottlieb and Judy DeLoache
• The Cambridge Handbook of Linguistic
Anthropology by Enfield et al.

Recent highlights

Key published authors:
• David Lancy
• Alan Barnard
• James Laidlaw

Key book series
• International African Library
• New Departures in Anthropology
• Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics

Key journals

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

cambridge.org/core
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OVER

490
TITLES

460+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

240+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

10+

Partner Titles

18

Cambridge Journals
Titles

17

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Archaeology
Cambridge publish books and journals that cover research throughout world archaeology and across all
periods. Our list includes key handbooks and manuals in method, theory and scientific techniques; case
studies of sites, surveys and excavations; comparative and interpretative works; scholarship on cultural
resource management, and large scale, reliable reference works.
We publish in the following
topics within Archaeology:

Highlights this year include:

Recent highlights

• The Archaeology of Urbanism
• Death Rituals, Social Order and the
Archaeology of Immortality in the
Ancient World
• The Ancient Egyptian Economy
• The Body History
• Ancient Persia
• The Archaeology of Ancient Greece
• The Archaeology of Elam
• The landmark reference publication
The Cambridge World Prehistory

NEW Key journals

Key book series
• Case Studies in Early Societies
• Cambridge Manuals in Archaeology
• Cambridge World Archaeology
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Popular ebooks from Cambridge

Archaeological theory and methods,
general interest, Prehistory, Archaeology
of the Americas, Classical archaeology,
Ancient Near East, Archaeology of Asia,
Sub-Saharan Africa and the Pacific,
Egyptology, Archaeological science,
Archaeology of Europe and the Near
and Middle East, Historical archaeology,
Medieval archaeology

OVER

1,100
TITLES

950+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

690+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

Area Studies
Cambridge has a vibrant programme of books and journals spanning all geographical areas of the world. We
publish prestigious book series and stand-alone titles that analyse regions through a variety of disciplines
in both the humanities and social sciences, ranging from politics, economics and history through to
anthropology and religion. Our multi- and interdisciplinary journals regularly achieve high Impact Factors and
lead their respective fields.
NEW to Cambridge in 2017
• Slavic Review
• Latin American Antiquity
• Journal of Chinese History

Subject areas of strength

440+

•
•
•
•

120+

Key book series

Asian Studies Titles

African Studies Titles

70+

Middle East Studies
Titles

55+

Latin American Studies
Titles

155+
Partner Titles

24

Popular ebooks from Cambridge

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asian Studies
African Studies
Latin American Studies
Middle East Studies

Asian Connections
New Approaches to Asian History
New Approaches to African History
African Studies
International African Library
Cambridge Middle East Studies
Cambridge Latin American Studies
Cambridge Studies in Comparative
Politics

Key journals

See also
• Africa Bibliography, p.52
• Cambridge Archive Editions,
p.49

Cambridge Journals
Titles

20+

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

cambridge.org/core
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OVER

170
TITLES

Art & Architecture
Cambridge publish books and journals in classical art through to modern art and architecture. We specialize
in the art and architecture of prehistoric Europe and the Near East, the Classical and late antique GrecoRoman world, Medieval and Early Modern Europe, and the Americas. Our list includes handsomely illustrated
monographs, course texts, and Cambridge Histories.
Cambridge Library Collection

160+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

130+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

We are also pleased to publish over
130 Cambridge Library Collection titles
covering all aspects of architecture and art,
including memoirs, essays and observations
on many aspects of the disciplines across a
number of regions and eras.

Popular ebooks from Cambridge

Cambridge Library Collection
ebooks

10+

Partner Titles

2

Cambridge Journals
Titles

2

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

14

An Historical Essay on Architecture
The Cambridge Portfolio
A Dictionary of Irish Artists
History of Indian and Eastern
Architecture
Architectural Notes on German
Churches
Sacred and Legendary Art
Sketches of the History of
Christian Art
Treatise on Architecture

Key journals

OVER

380
TITLES

385+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

70+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

3

Cambridge Journals
Titles

Astronomy
Cambridge University Press is a leading publisher of textbooks, handbooks and monographs that span all areas
of astronomical science, from the local solar system to extrasolar planetary systems, and the furthest reaches of
the Universe. Whether our readers are practicing astronomers undertaking cutting-edge observational research,
theorists modelling astrophysical objects, or students learning the background to this oldest scientific discipline,
Cambridge has the books they need.
In addition to our strong academic profile,
we also have a successful range of books
catering to amateur observers and imagers,
as well as ‘armchair astronomers’ interested
in all the latest developments in space
science.

Popular ebooks from Cambridge

We publish in the following
topics within Astronomy:
Amateur and popular astronomy,
Astronomy (general), Astrophysics,
Cosmology and relativity, Extrasolar planets
and astrobiology, History of astronomy
and cosmology, Observational astronomy,
techniques and instrumentation, Planetary
science, Solar and space plasma physics

Recent highlights

Our highlights include:
• The International Atlas of Mars
Exploration: From Spirit to Curiosity
Vol. 2, 2004-2014
• Astrophysical Applications of
Gravitational Lensing
• Cosmic Magnetic Fields
• The Impact of Discovering Life
beyond Earth

Key journals

Key book series
• Cambridge Astrophysics
• Cambridge Observing Handbooks
for Research Astronomers
• Cambridge Planetary Science

cambridge.org/core
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OVER

1,250
TITLES

1,225+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

495+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

10+

Partner Titles

14

Cambridge Journals
Titles

14

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Classical Studies
Cambridge is one of the world’s leading publishers of research in classical studies, with a list that covers all
aspects of enquiry into the ancient world. Our books are at the forefront of the discipline and have been
recognised for their broad-ranging, thought-provoking scholarship. Our publishing spans the full range of
classical enquiry and pedagogy: critical editions of ancient texts, commentaries, literary and historical analysis,
classical archaeology, theoretical perspectives, reception studies, course texts, companions and source books.
We publish in the following
topics within Classical Studies:
Classical studies (general), Ancient history,
Classical art and architecture, Classical
literature, Ancient philosophy, Classical
languages

Our highlights this year include
NEW Cambridge Companions
to major topics including:
•
•
•
•

Seneca
Roman Law
Xenophon
The Age of Attila

We are proud to publish the
journals of many leading
societies including:
•
•
•
•

The Classical Association
The Roman Society
The Hellenic Society
The Cambridge Philological Society

and many more

Key book series
• Guides to the Coinage of the Ancient
World
• Key Themes in Ancient History

See also
• Cambridge Companions p.5
• Cambridge Histories p.4
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Recent
Recent highlights
highlights

Key journals

OVER

340
TITLES

320+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

18+

Cambridge Journals
Titles

6

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Computer Science
Cambridge publish in a number of areas of Computer Science including algorithmics, artificial intelligence,
programming languages, robotics, machine learning, knowledge and data mining, and computational social
science and economics. We publish highly respected journals in the field such as AI EDAM, Combinatorics
Probability and Computing, Network Science, Theory and Practice of Logic Programming, Robotica, and The
Knowledge Engineering Review.
Our key areas of publishing in
Computer Science cover:
Algorithmics, complexity, computer
algebra and computational geometry,
Artificial intelligence and natural language
processing, Communications information
theory and security, Computational biology
and bioinformatics, Computer graphics,
image processing and robotics, Computer
hardware architecture and distributed
computing, Computing and society,
Computing: general interest, Cryptography,
cryptology and coding, Distributed,
networked and mobile computing, IT
management and ecommerce, Pattern
recognition and machine learning,
Programming languages and applied logic,
Scientific computing, Scientific software,
Software engineering and development

Highlight ebooks from Cambridge

Recent Highlights

Our highlights this year include:
• Real-Time Software Design for
Embedded Systems
• Handbook of Computational Social Choice
• Turing’s Imitation Game

Key journals

Key book series
• Cambridge Tracts in Theoretical
Computer Science
• Cambridge International Series on
Parallel Computation

cambridge.org/core
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OVER

175
TITLES

Drama & Theatre
We are the world’s leading publisher in theatre and drama books and journals, with a wide-ranging coverage
of the discipline. Our publishing encompasses theatre history, performance theory and studies, Shakespeare,
theatre and drama by region and country, and popular theatre. We provide books for all areas of the market,
including university libraries, scholars, students, and theatre enthusiasts.
Subjects include:

170+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

10+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

4

Cambridge Journals
Titles

•
•
•
•
•
•

American theatre
British theatre
Classical theatre
Drama and theatre: general interest
European theatre
Film and cinema

Popular ebooks from Cambridge

Highlight titles include:
• The Cambridge Introduction to
Performance Theory
• A History of Japanese Theatre
• The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Stage
Actors and Acting

Recent highlights

Key journals in the subject are:

3

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

•
•
•
•

Theatre Survey
Theatre Research International
New Theatre Quarterly
Dance Research Journal

Key book series
• Cambridge Studies in Modern Theatre
• Shakespeare Survey
• Theatre and Performance Theory

See also
•
•
•
•
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Ben Jonson Online p.50
Cambridge Companions p.5
Cambridge Histories p.4
Shakespeare Survey p.6

Key journals

OVER

720
TITLES

695+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

15+

Partner Titles

13

Cambridge Journals
Titles

6

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Earth & Environmental Science
Cambridge publish books and journals across the full spectrum of sub-disciplines that comprise the Earth
and Environmental Sciences – everything from soil science to space physics and from palaeontology to
petroleum geoscience. We are particularly well known for our comprehensive and world-leading book lists in
atmospheric science and geophysics.
We publish books ranging in level from
undergraduate and graduate textbooks,
to research and reference volumes, and
handbooks for industry practitioners. We
have an ever-expanding journals portfolio
of prestigious Earth and Environmental
Science journals including the high-impact
Radiocarbon, the journals of the International
Glaciological Society, as well as Journal of
Paleontology and Paleobiology published
on behalf of the Paleontological Society.
Transitioning to our journal title list from
2017 is the long-established, interdisciplinary
journal Quaternary Research.

Highlight ebooks from Cambridge

Recent Highlights

Subjects include:
Applied geoscience, petroleum and
mining geoscience; atmospheric science
and meteorology; climatology and
climate change; engineering geoscience;
environmental policy; economics and law;
environmental science; geochemistry and
environmental chemistry; geomorphology
and physical geography; hydrology,
hydrogeology and water resources;
mineralogy, petrology and volcanology;
oceanography and marine science;
palaeontology and life history; planetary
science and Astrobiology; remote sensing
and GIS; sedimentology and stratigraphy;
soil science; solid Earth geophysics; structural
geology, tectonics and geodynamics

Key journals

Key book series
• Special Publications of the International
Union of Geodesy and Geophysics
• International Hydrology Series
• Cambridge Atmospheric and Space
Science Series

NEW
cambridge.org/core
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OVER

1,180
TITLES

1,000+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

145+
Partner Titles

28

Cambridge Journals
Titles

9

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Economics
Cambridge’s economics list is renowned for the breadth and quality of its publishing. Our book list is home
to the work of some of the most important economists in the history of the discipline, most notably John
Maynard Keynes, as well as the work of almost 30 Sveriges Riksbank Nobel Prize laureates, including Kenneth
Arrow, Herbert Simon, Robert Solow, Joseph Stiglitz, Elinor Ostrom, and 2015 winner Angus Deaton. This is
complemented by a cluster of key journals such as Econometric Theory, The Journal of Economic History and
Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis.
We publish across the following
subject areas:
Econometrics, statistics and mathematical
economics, Finance, History of economic
thought and methodology, Industrial
economics, International economics,
Macroeconomics and monetary economics,
Microeconomics, Public economics and public
policy, Economic development and growth,
Economics: general interest, Labour economics
and Natural resource and environmental
economics

Recent highlights include:
• The Ethics of Influence: Government in the
Age of Behavioral Science; the latest work
from Cass R. Sunstein, the eminent legal
scholar and best-selling co-author of Nudge
• Going Beyond Aid: Development
Cooperation for Structural Transformation;
a new examination of South-South
development aid and cooperation, by Yan
Wang and former Chief Economist of the
World Bank, Justin Yifu Lin

Key book series
• Econometric Society Monographs
• Historical Perspectives on Modern
Economics
• Studies in Macroeconomic History
• Cambridge Studies in Economics, Choice,
and Society
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Recent highlights

Key journals
NEW

OVER

775
TITLES

Engineering
Cambridge publish books and journals on the theory and practice of engineering, in communications,
information theory, signal processing, networks, RF and microwave, circuits and devices, power, materials
science, applied photonics, thermal-fluids, mechanics, aerospace, and chemical engineering.
We publish in the following
engineering disciplines:

770+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

25+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

16

Cambridge Journals
Titles

16

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recent highlights

Electrical engineering
Mechanical engineering
Materials science and engineering
Aerospace engineering
Chemical engineering
Biomedical engineering
Ocean engineering

Forthcoming titles include:
• Analysis and Modeling of Radio Wave
Propagation by Christopher John
Coleman
• LDPC Code Designs, Constructions, and
Unification by Juane Li et al.
• The Mechanics and Reliability of Thin
Films, Multilayers and Coatings
by Matthew R. Begley and John W.
Hutchinson
• Construction Robots: Elementary
Technologies and Single-Task
Construction Robots, Volume 3 by
Thomas Bock and Thomas Linner

Key journals
NEW

NEW

Key book series
• Cambridge Aerospace Series
• Cambridge Series in Chemical
Engineering
• The Cambridge RF and Microwave
Engineering Series
• EuMA Series on High Frequency
Technologies

cambridge.org/core
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OVER

100
TITLES

100+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

1

English Language Teaching –
Books for Teachers
A number of English Language
Teaching books for teachers are
available on our platform. For a
more complete view of the English
Language Teaching publishing
programme from Cambridge
please visit:
cambridge.org/cambridgeenglish

Recent highlights

Anthem Press Title

OVER

150
TITLES

70+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

85

Partner Titles

22

Film, Media & Mass Communication
In addition to our extensive
publishing programme in Drama
and Theatre, Cambridge also
publish a number of key and
accessible titles in the field of mass
communication, film and media.
Popular titles include The Editor’s
Companion and Writing Successful
Academic Books.

Recent highlights

OVER

325
TITLES

330+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

Geography
Geography straddles a variety of disciplines including earth sciences, history and anthropology. This collection
focuses mainly on travel and exploration narratives from the sixteenth to the early twentieth centuries,
reflecting different aspects of the European colonial expansion and global empire-building project. The
observations of merchants, colonists, missionaries, diplomats, soldiers and seamen, cartographers, scientists,
collectors of exotic plants and animals, and enthusiasts for antiquities all provide rich source material for
historical geographers today working on land use, climate, built environment, and population studies.
Highlight ebooks from Cambridge

280+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

Cambridge Library Collection titles

cambridge.org/core
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OVER

6,500
TITLES

5,900+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

2,800+
Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

600+
Partner Titles

40+

Cambridge Journals
Titles

22+

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles
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History
History is the largest single subject area for the Press. It is a programme with both depth and breadth, ranging
in subject matter from late antiquity to the present day, international in scope and embracing new approaches.
Our publishing includes major reference series, textbooks and monographs, as well as a collection of
distinguished journals affiliated to the world’s leading scholarly societies. Together, they reflect the diversity of
the discipline and offer an unmatched resource for today’s historians.
Our history publishing includes:
African history, American/US history,
Asian history, Australian history, British
history, Diplomatic and international
history, Economic, business and financial
History, Environmental history, European
history, Global history, Historical sociology,
Historiography, historical method and theory,
History of science, technology and medicine,
Intellectual history and the history of ideas,
Interdisciplinary history, Latin American
history, Middle Eastern history, Military history,
Social and labour history

Important content in Cambridge
Histories (see page 4 for more
details):
• The Cambridge World History
• The Cambridge History of the Second
World War

We publish a range of leading
history journals, including:
•
•
•
•

The Historical Journal
Comparative Studies in Society and History
Journal of Global History
Journal of Economic History

Our books highlights include
some major additions to our
publishing programme in Global
History including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Material Atlantic
What Ifs of Jewish History
The World Reimagined
Of Limits and Growth
A History of East Asia
A History of the Ottoman Empire

Other highlights include:
• Popular Politics in the Making of the
Modern Middle East
• The Information Nexus
• Conjuring Asia
• Death in Beijing
• The House of Lords, 160-1715
(five-volume set)
• A Social History of England, 1500-1750
• A Social History of Modern Ireland
• Women in Twentieth-Century Africa.
• An Economic History of Twentieth-Century
Europe
• Cold War Freud
• Latin America and the First World War
• The Afterlife of John F. Kennedy

We publish journals on behalf
of many leading organisations,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Society for Legal History
British Society for the History of Science
Economic History Association
Harvard Business School
International Institute of Social History
North American Conference on British
Studies
• Royal Historical Society

These history journals join the
Cambridge programme in 2017:
•
•
•
•

Annales. Histoire. Sciences Sociales
History of Education Quarterly
Journal of Chinese History
Slavic Review

See also
• Cambridge Histories p.4
• Cambridge Archive Editions p.49
• Historical Statistics of the United
States p.51

Popular ebooks from Cambridge

Recent highlights

Key journals

NEW

NEW

cambridge.org/core
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OVER

1,000
TITLES

950+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

140+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

45+

Partner Titles

22

Cambridge Journals
Titles

16

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles
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Language & Linguistics
We are the world’s leading publisher in language and linguistics, with a wide-ranging list of journals and books
covering the scope of this discipline. Our publishing encompasses theoretical, applied and sociolinguistics,
and represents a breadth of subfields, including grammar and syntax, phonetics and phonology, semantics and
pragmatics, historical linguistics, discourse and conversation analysis, psycholinguistics and neurolinguistics, and
first and second language acquisition. Our acclaimed book list includes state-of- the-art monographs as well as
major reference works, guides to research methods, and textbooks at all levels.
Field-leading journals including
•
•
•
•

Journal of Linguistics
Language in Society
Applied Psycholinguistics
Studies in Second Language Acquisition

Popular ebooks from Cambridge

Recent additions
• Journal: Canadian Journal of Linguistics
(published for the Canadian Linguistics
Association)
• Book: A Reference Grammar of Chinese

Recent highlights in the Cambridge
Handbooks series
• The Cambridge Handbook of Child Language
• The Cambridge Handbook of Learner
Corpus Research
• The Cambridge Handbook of Endangered
Languages
• The Cambridge Handbook of Bilingual
Processing
• The Cambridge Handbook of East Asian
Psycholinguistics
• The Cambridge Handbook of English Corpus
Linguistics
• The Cambridge Handbook of Areal Linguistics
• The Cambridge Handbook of Morphology
• The Cambridge Handbook of Historical Syntax
• The Cambridge Handbook of Formal
Semantics
• The Cambridge Handbook of English
Historical Linguistics

Key journals

Key book series
• Cambridge Handbooks in Language
and Linguistics
• Studies in English Language
• Cambridge Studies in Linguistics
• Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics

OVER

2,150
TITLES

2,100+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

39+

Cambridge Journals
Titles

20

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Law
Cambridge have an established and ever expanding academic law list in public and private law subjects
crossing books and journals aimed at a global readership. Particular strengths lie in international law, human
rights and transitional justice, transnational and comparative law, jurisprudence, and legal history. We also
publish a growing number of titles with an inter-disciplinary and socio-legal approach.
Cambridge offers significant
subject coverage in law,
publishing across the following
subjects:
Arbitration, Comparative law, Competition/
Anti-trust law, Constitutional law, Contract,
Corporate law, Criminal law, English legal
system, Environmental law, European
law, Family law, Financial law, Human
rights, Humanitarian law, Intellectual
property, International trade & WTO
law, Jurisprudence, Legal history, Legal
skills, Medico-legal, bioethics & health
law, Private international law, Private law,
Property law, Public international law,
Socio-legal studies, Taxation, Tort, UN &
international organisations and US law

Recent highlights
Recent highlights

Key journals

Our highlights this year include
exciting new works such as:
• The Crime of Aggression by Claus Kreß
and Stefan Barriga

Key book series
• Cambridge Studies in International and
Comparative Law
• Cambridge Studies in Law and Society
• Cambridge Intellectual Property and
Information Law
• Cambridge Studies in Constitutional Law
• Cambridge Law Reports
• Law in Context

See Also
• Cambridge Law Reports p.49
cambridge.org/core
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OVER

1,400
TITLES

1,380+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

320+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

21

Cambridge Journals
Agriculture

20

Cambridge Journals
Archives Agriculture

17

Cambridge Journals
Animal Science

6

Cambridge Journals
Archives Animal Science

32

Cambridge Journals
Biology

10

Cambridge Journals
Archives Biology

28

Life Sciences
Cambridge is one of the leading publishers in ecology and conservation biology and publishes high quality
texts and research across the breadth of the life sciences, focusing particularly on animal behaviour, biological
anthropology, evolutionary biology, computational and systems biology, as well as statistics and professional
development titles for biologists. We also have an extensive portfolio of established journals in Agriculture,
Ecology and Conservation, and Animal Science.

We publish in the following topics
within Life Sciences:
Animal Behaviour, Animal Science,
Bioengineering, Bioethics, Biological
Anthropology and Primatology, Biological
Imaging, Biophysics and Physiology,
Biotechnology, Botanical Reference, Cell
biology and Developmental Biology, Darwin,
Ecology and Conservation, Entomology,
Evolutionary Biology, Genetics, Genomics,
Bioinformatics and Systems Biology, Life
Science Professional Development, Marine
Biology, Molecular Biology, Biochemistry,
and Structural Biology, Natural Resource
Management, Agriculture, Horticulture and
Forestry, Neuroscience, Pharmacology and
Drug Discovery, Plant Science, Quantitative
Biology, Biostatistics and Mathematical
modelling and Zoology

Key journals include:
• Weed Science – NEW for 2017
• Weed Technology – NEW for 2017
• Invasive Plant Science and
Management – NEW for 2017
• Quarterly Reviews of Biophysics
• Global Health, Epidemiology and
Genomics
• The Journal of Agricultural Science
• animal
• Journal of Dairy Research
• Parasitology
• Epidemiology and Infection
• Environmental Conservation
• Oryx

Key book series:
• Cambridge Studies in Biological and
Evolutionary Anthropology
• Ecological Reviews
• Cambridge Handbooks in Behavioral
Genetics
• Cambridge Studies in Morphology
and Molecules
• Systematics Association Special Volume
Series
• Conservation Biology
• Ecology, Biodiversity and Conservation
• Cambridge Series in Systems Genetics

Highlight ebooks from Cambridge

Popular ebooks

Key journals
NEW

NEW

NEW
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OVER

1,800
TITLES

1,800+

Literature
The literature list publishes around 120 titles a year, with titles on topics spanning the whole range of literary
activity in the UK, North America, Europe, Asia and Australia, and from Anglo-Saxon times to the present
day. The books themselves range from monographs to teaching texts, and from Cambridge Histories
offering authoritative overviews of major subjects, to the more accessible approach of our Companions and
Introductions. New Cambridge Shakespeare spearheads our world-class Shakespeare list; and major editions of
other writers include the works of Ben Jonson, Jonathan Swift, Joseph Conrad, F. Scott Fitzgerald and Virginia
Woolf, and the letters of Samuel Beckett and Ernest Hemingway.

Cambridge University
Press Titles

Literature from Cambridge covers
the following areas:

Cambridge Companions to
Literature:

550+

African and Caribbean literature, American
literature, Anglo-Saxon and Medieval
literature, Asian literature, Canadian literature,
English literature: general interest, English
literature 1700–1830, 1830–1900, 1900–1945,
1945–present, European and world literature:
general interest, European literature, Irish
literature, Latin American literature, Literary
texts, Literary theory, Printing and publishing
history, Renaissance and early modern
literature

Cambridge Companions are a series of
authoritative guides, written by leading
experts, offering lively, accessible surveys to
major writers, artists, philosophers, topics, and
periods.

Partner Titles

4

Cambridge Journals
Titles

3

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Our highlights include:
• The Cambridge Guide to the Worlds of
Shakespeare
• The Values of Literary Studies
• George Herbert: 100 Poems
• Children’s Fantasy Literature
• The much anticipated fourth volume of
The Letters of Samuel Beckett
• Many NEW editions to our Cambridge
Companions to Literature Series

Key journals include:
• Cambridge Journal of Postcolonial Literary
Inquiry
• Victorian Literature and Culture
• Shakespeare Survey

30

Shakespeare from Cambridge
There are 133 ebook titles on Shakespeare
and related Renaissance topics available for
institutional purchase.

Highlight titles from Cambridge
Companions:
• The New Cambridge Companion to
Shakespeare
The Cambridge Companions to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shakespeare’s First Folio
Frankenstein
Literature of the American West
Wyndham Lewis
the Bloomsbury Group
Alice Munro
Lesbian Literature
Slavery in American Literature
The English Short Story
Latina/o American Literature
William Carlos Williams
American Poetry since 1945
The History of the Book
Fairy Tales

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tales from Shakespeare
Shakespeare’s Possible Worlds
Shakespeare and the Digital World
The Tempest
Shakespeare Beyond Doubt
The Shakespeare Circle
Shakespeare’s Literary Lives
Celebrating Shakespeare
The Cambridge Shakespeare Guide
Shakespeare on Screen: Othello
Shakespeare and Textual Studies

Highlight ebooks from Cambridge

Key journals

Key book series
•
•
•
•

Cambridge Companions to Literature
Cambridge Studies in Medieval Literature
Cambridge Studies in Romanticism
Cambridge Studies in Nineteenth-Century Literature
and Culture
• The New Cambridge Shakespeare

See also
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ben Jonson Online p.50
Cambridge Companions p.5
Cambridge Histories p.4
Dictionary of Irish Bibliography p.51
Orlando p.50
Shakespeare Survey Online p.6
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OVER

240
TITLES

220+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

15

Cambridge Journals
Titles

8

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Management & Business
Our management & business list includes books and journals authored by internationally-renowned scholars
from both established and emerging economies. The list focuses on cutting-edge subjects, topics which
are research-active and work which is innovative. We have built a reputation for rigour and for innovative
approaches in the fields of international business; organisation studies; entrepreneurship and innovation;
business ethics and corporate social responsibility.
Highlights include:
• The Laws of Globalization and Business
Applications; a new work by eminent
scholar Pankaj Ghemawat
• Organizational Wrongdoing: Key
Perspectives and New Directions; the latest
addition to our Cambridge Companions
to Management series, edited by Donald
Palmer, Kristin Smith-Crowe and
Royston Greenwood
• Performance at the Limit, 3rd Edition by
Mark Jenkins, Ken Pasternak and
Richard West
• Cambridge Handbook of Strategy as
Practice, 2nd Edition, edited by Damon
Golsorkhi, Linda Rouleau, David Seidl
and Eero Vaara

We also publish a range of
management & business
journals, including:
• High Impact Factor journals Business
History Review, Management and
Organization Review and Business
Ethics Quarterly
• New in 2017 Business and Politics

Key book series
• Business, Value Creation and Society (BVCS)
• Cambridge Companions to Management
(CACM)
• Cambridge Short Introductions to
Management (CSIM)
• Organizations and the Natural Environment
(ONE)
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Recent highlights

Key journals
NEW

OVER

110
TITLES

100+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

8

Cambridge Journals
Titles

3

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Materials Science & Engineering
Covering the breadth of materials science, Cambridge University Press is a leading academic publisher for
this discipline. Through our partnership with the Materials Research Society, we offer innovative journals
and books encompassing the full range of the subject matter. From classic texts focused on core materials
science, to cutting edge topics representing the forefront of the field, all are underpinned by our commitment
to academic rigour and quality.
Examples include:
• Fundamentals of Materials for Energy
and Environmental Sustainability by
Ginley and Cahen
• Colloidal Quantum Dot Electronics and
Optoelectronics by Konstantatos and
Sargent
• Thin Film Materials by Freund and
Suresh
• An Introduction to Composite Materials
by Hull and Clyne
• Cellular Materials by Gibson, Ashby and
Harley

Popular ebooks

Key journals

Key journals are:
•
•
•
•

MRS Bulletin
Journal of Materials Research
MRS Communications
MRS Energy & Sustainability – A Review
Journal
• Microscopy and Microanalysis
• Microscopy Today

See also
• MRS Advances p.7
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OVER

1,690
TITLES

1,520+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

180+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

145+
Partner Titles

27

Cambridge Journals
Titles

17

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Mathematics
Cambridge is a leading global publisher in pure and applied mathematics, with an extensive programme of
high quality books and journals that reaches into every corner of the subject. Our catalogue reflects not only
the breadth of mathematics but also its depth, with titles for undergraduate students, graduate students,
researchers and users of mathematics. We are proud to include world class researchers and influential educators
amongst our authors, and also to publish in partnership with leading mathematical societies.
Cambridge is strong in both
pure and applied mathematics,
across the following topics:
Abstract analysis, Algebra, Computational
science, Differential and integral equations,
dynamical systems and control, Discrete
mathematics, information theory and
coding, Fluid dynamics and solid
mechanics, Geometry and topology,
Historical mathematical texts, History of
mathematics, Logic, categories and sets,
Mathematical biology, Mathematical
finance, Mathematical modelling
and methods, Mathematical physics,
Mathematical tables and handbooks,
Number theory, Numerical analysis,
Numerical recipes, Optimization, OR and
risk analysis, Real and complex analysis, and
Recreational mathematics

Key journals

Our highlight books include:
• Topics in Chromatic Graph Theory by
Lowell W. Beineke and Robin J. Wilson
• Harmonic and Subharmonic Function
Theory on the Hyperbolic Ball by
Manfred Stoll

See also
• JFM Digital Archive p.7
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Recent highlights

Key book series
• Cambridge Studies in Advanced
Mathematics
• Cambridge Texts in Applied
Mathematics
• Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics
• Encyclopedia of Mathematics and
its Applications

• London Mathematical Society
Lecture Note Series
• New Mathematical Monographs
• Lecture Notes in Logic
• Perspectives in Logic

OVER

1,100
TITLES

1,110+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

17

Cambridge Journals
Titles

20

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Medicine
The Cambridge Medicine programme focuses its book publishing in a defined set of core clinical areas. Our
great strength is in the clinical brain sciences, covering psychiatry, clinical psychology, neuropsychology and
neurology. Other specialties of significant focus include reproductive medicine/obstetrics and gynaecology,
where we partner with the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, anaesthesia and critical care,
emergency medicine and pathology.
Our emphasis is on publishing books for
the widest team of healthcare professionals
in their day-to-day practice and to support
their higher specialist training, revalidation
and examination requirements.

Recent highlights

Key journals

The medical book programme is
complemented by a strong list of journals
in mental health, supported by other titles
in areas such as neuropsychology, disaster
medicine and reproductive medicine.

See also
• Stahl Online p.52
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OVER

620
TITLES

530+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

180+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

70+

Partner Titles

18

Cambridge Journals
Titles

6

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Music
We are a leading publisher in music books and journals, with a wide-ranging coverage of the discipline. Our
publishing encompasses music history, music theory, opera, ethnomusicology, music criticism, and popular
music. We provide books for all areas of the market, including university libraries, scholars, students, and
music enthusiasts.
Cambridge publish across the
following topics:

Recent highlights

Medieval and renaissance music, Seventeenthcentury music, Eighteenth-century music,
Nineteenth-century music, Twentiethcentury and contemporary music, Dance,
Ethnomusicology, Music criticism, Music
performance, Opera, Music: general interest

Highlights include exciting works
such as:
• The Cambridge Companion to Film Music
• George Frideric Handel, Collected
Documents, Volume 3, 1734-1742
• Performance Practice in the Music of
Steve Reich
• Bach: A Musical Biography
• Mozart’s Music of Friends
• The Cambridge Companion to Percussion
• Understanding Video Game Music

We also publish a range of leading
Music journals, including:
• Cambridge Opera Journal
• TEMPO

Key book series
• Cambridge Studies in Opera
• Music Since 1900
• New Perspectives in Music History
and Criticism
• Musical Performance and Reception
• Cambridge Companions to Music
• The Cambridge History of Music
• Music in Context
• Cambridge Introductions to Music

36

See also
• Cambridge Companions p.5
• Cambridge Histories p.4

Key journals

OVER

10

TITLES

7

Cambridge Journals

4

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

OVER

150
TITLES

70+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

85

Nutrition
We cover the full spectrum of
nutritional science, including
epidemiology, dietary surveys,
public health nutrition, sustainability,
clinical nutrition, nutrigenetics
and nutrigenomics, epigenetics,
metabolic studies, obesity,
immunology, microbiology,
molecular and cell biology, and
animal nutrition. Our publishing
in nutrition includes the five
leading journals owned by The
Nutrition Society.

Key journals

Neuroscience
Cambridge are proud to publish
a number of key journals in the
field of neuroscience. This includes
the leading journal Behavioral
and Brain Sciences. We publish
the journals of a number of key
societies including the International
Neuropsychological Society,
the Canadian Neurological
Sciences Federation, and
the Scandinavian College of
Neuropsychopharmacology.

Key journals

For books in Neuroscience please see Medicine on page 35

Partner Titles
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OVER

1,675
TITLES

Philosophy
Cambridge is widely regarded as one of the world’s premier publishers of philosophical research, having one of
the most recognisable and distinguished books lists as well as a growing collection of leading journals. Our list
brings a range of high-quality books by distinguished authors to readers at both student and specialist level. All
periods and sub-areas of philosophy are covered, and the list is particularly strong in history of philosophy.
Subject strengths include:

1,575+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

95+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

80+

Partner Titles

17

Cambridge Journals
Titles

9

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Classical philosophy, Early modern
philosophy, Eighteenth-century philosophy,
Epistemology and metaphysics,
Ethics, History of philosophy, Legal
philosophy, Logic, Medieval philosophy,
Nineteenth-century philosophy, Nonwestern philosophy, Philosophy of mind
and language, Philosophy of religion,
Philosophy of science, Political philosophy,
Renaissance philosophy, Twentieth-century
philosophy

Key journals

Our highlights this year include
exciting works such as:
• Kant: Lectures and Drafts on Political
Philosophy
• Wittgenstein: Lectures, Cambridge
1930-1933
• Ethics in the Conflict of Modernity
• Understanding Kant’s Ethics

We also publish a range of
leading Philosophy journals,
including:
• Journal of the American Philosophical
Association
• Religious Studies
• Philosophy
• Think

See also
• Cambridge Companions p.5
• Cambridge Histories p.4
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Recent highlights

Key book series
• Cambridge Studies in Philosophy
• Cambridge Texts in the History of
Philosophy
• Modern European Philosophy
• Cambridge Applied Ethics
• Cambridge Critical Guides
• Classic Philosophical Arguments
• The Cambridge Edition of the Works
of Immanuel Kant
• Cambridge Introductions to
Philosophy

OVER

850
TITLES

840+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

50+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

20

Cambridge Journals
Titles

5

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Physics
Cambridge publish leading textbooks, handbooks and monographs that span all areas of physics, and which
are written by the top authorities in the field – including several Nobel laureates.
Publishing in the following areas:
Atomic physics, molecular physics and
chemical physics; Biological physics and
soft matter physics; Computational science
and modelling; Condensed matter physics,
nanoscience and mesoscopic physics;
Cosmology, relativity and gravitation;
Econophysics and financial physics;
Electronics for physicists; General and
classical physics; History, philosophy and
foundations of physics; Mathematical
methods; Nonlinear science and fluid
dynamics; Optics, optoelectronics and
photonics; Particle physics and nuclear
physics; Plasma physics and fusion physics;
Quantum physics, quantum information and
quantum computation; Statistical physics;
Theoretical physics and mathematical
physics; Network science

Highlight ebooks from Cambridge

Recent Highlights

Our highlights include:
• Conformal Methods in General Relativity
• Principles of Magnetostatics
• Quantum Nonlocality and Reality:
50 Years of Bell’s Theorem
• Grassmannian Geometry of Scattering
• Particle Physics of Brane Worlds and
Extra Dimensions
• Gravity and Strings
• Brownian Ratchets
• Elements of Slow-Neutron Scattering

Key journals

Key book series
• Cambridge Monographs on
Mathematical Physics
• Cambridge Monographs on Particle
Physics, Nuclear Physics and Cosmology

See also
• JFM Digital Archive p.7
• MRS Advances p.7
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OVER

2,400
TITLES

2,100+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

35+

Partner Titles

325+
Partner Titles

47

Cambridge Journals
Titles

20

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Politics & International Relations
The politics list at Cambridge is one of unparalleled quality and range. Our books list routinely tops surveys of
political scientists for the calibre of its output, which includes field-defining series such as Cambridge Studies
in Comparative Politics, Cambridge Studies in International Relations and Cambridge Texts in the History of
Political Thought. American Political Science Review and International Organization are widely recognised as
the leading generalist journals in political science and international relations, while the likes of British Journal
of Political Science and World Politics remain essential reading for researchers worldwide. For students and
scholars across the breadth of political enquiry, Cambridge is the resource of choice.
Cambridge is one of the world’s
most eminent publishers in
Politics and International
Relations, covering major topics
including:
African government, politics and policy;
American government, politics and policy;
Australian politics; British government, politics
and policy; Comparative politics; East Asian
government, politics and policy; European
government, politics and policy; History of
ideas; International relations and international
organisations; Latin American government,
politics and policy; Middle East government,
politics and policy; Political economy; Political
theory; Research methods in politics; Russian
and east European government, politics and
policy; South Asian government, politics and
policy; Southeast Asian government, politics
and policy; and Texts in political thought.

Our highlights include
• Peaceland by Severine Autesserre
• NEW updated editions of key textbooks
such as Case Study Research by John
Gerring
• The Fundamentals of Political Science
Research by Paul Kellstedt and Guy
Whitten
• In Defense of Pluralism
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

After Rape
C.S. Lewis on Politics and the Natural Law
Decentralization and Intrastate Struggles
Democracy Protests
Democratic Dynasties
Economic Voting
Economic Ideas in Political Time
Margaret Thatcher and the Middle East
Plutarch’s Politics
The Federal Design Dilemma
The Politics of Shari’a Law
The Price of a Vote in the Middle East
The South China Sea
Private Wealth and Public Revenue in Latin
America
• The Politics of Parliamentary Debate

We also publish a range of
leading Politics journals, including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Political Science Review
International Organization
British Journal of Political Science
World Politics
Journal of Public Policy
Government and Opposition
NEW for 2017 Political Analysis

Key book series
•
•
•
•

Analytical Methods for Social Research
Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics
Cambridge Studies in Contentious Politics
Cambridge Studies in International
Relations
• Cambridge Texts in the History of Political
Thought
• Cambridge Studies in Gender and Politics
• Strategies of Social Inquiry

See also
•
•
•
•

Cambridge Archive Editions p.49
Cambridge Companions p.5
Cambridge Histories p.4
Historical Statistics of the United
States p.51

Popular ebooks include

Recent highlights

Key journals

NEW
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OVER

685
TITLES

665+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

23

Cambridge Journals
Titles

19

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Psychology
Cambridge University Press is a leading publisher in the psychological and brain sciences. From
undergraduate course resources, to the prestigious Cambridge Handbooks in Psychology series and our
extensive collection of scholarly monographs, Cambridge support learning and research across all of
psychology and related fields.
We publish across many topics
in psychology, including:

Our highlights this year include:
• The Cambridge Handbook of Service
Learning
• The Cambridge Handbook of Creativity
and Personality Research
• The Cambridge Handbook of Prevention
Science
• The Mind on Paper
• Handbook of Psychophysiology Fourth
Edition

Key book series
• Cambridge Handbooks in Psychology
• Advances in Personal Relationships
• Learning in Doing: Social, Cognitive and
Computational Perspectives
• Studies in Emotion and Social Interaction

See also
• Stahl Online p.52
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Recent highlights

Applied psychology, Biological psychology,
Cognition, Critical psychology, Cultural
psychology, Developmental psychology,
Educational psychology, Experimental
psychology, Health and clinical psychology,
History of psychology, Personality psychology
and individual differences, Psychology:
general interest, Psychology research
methods and statistics and Social psychology.

Key journals

OVER

1,080
TITLES

975+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

215+

Cambridge Library
Collection Titles

95+

Partner Titles

12

Cambridge Journals
Titles

Religion
Cambridge has been publishing in the field of religious studies since 1584, making our programme one of
the oldest and most prestigious in the world. We publish books and journals on a wide range of religions and
topics, from church history and theology, to biblical studies and religious ethics. Our publications represent
the highest level of academic research from renowned authors. Series for students, including Cambridge
Companions to Religion and Introductions to Religion, remain enduringly popular.
We cover all the major topics
including:

Recent highlights

Biblical studies: New Testament, Biblical
studies: Old Testament, Hebrew bible,
Buddhism and Eastern religions, Church
history, Islam, Judaism, Philosophy of
religion, Religious ethics, Theology and
Religion: general interest

Highlight books include exciting
works such as:
• The Cambridge Companion to
Reformed Theology
• God, Sexuality and the Self
• Marcion and the Making of a Heretic
• The Cambridge Companion to Christian
Political Theology

Field-leading journals include:

11

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

•
•
•
•

Scottish Journal of Theology
Journal of Law and Religion
Harvard Theological Review
New Testament Studies

Key journals

Key book series
• Old Testament Theology
• Society for New Testament Studies
Monograph Series
• New Studies in Christian Ethics
• Cambridge Introductions to Religion

See also
• Cambridge Companions p.5
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OVER

600
TITLES

485+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

115+
Partner Titles

17

Cambridge Journals
Titles

12

Cambridge Journals
Archives Titles

Sociology
Cambridge’s sociology list is one of the longest established and most respected in the world. Including
leading authors such as Michael Mann, Anthony Giddens, Charles Tilly, Theda Skocpol and Margaret Archer,
our books list has particular strengths in social theory, historical sociology, political sociology and research
methods. Our journals list has great breadth, comprising titles such as the European Journal of Sociology,
Journal of Social Policy, and the Du Bois Review.
Our sociology publishing covers
Criminology, Demography and social statistics,
Organisational sociology, Research methods
in sociology and criminology, Social theory,
Sociology: general interest, Sociology of
religion, Sociology of gender, Sociology of
race and ethnicity and Sociology of science
and medicine

Recent highlights include:
• Incarceration Nation by Peter Enns
• The Crisis of Journalism Reconsidered,
edited by Jeffrey C. Alexander,
Elizabeth Butler Breese and Marîa Luengo
• What They Saw in America by James Nolan
• Profit and Gift in the Digital Economy by
Dave Elder-Vaas

We also publish a range of
leading Sociology journals,
including:
• Ageing & Society
• Journal of Social Policy

Key book series
• Structural Analysis in the Social Sciences
• Cambridge Studies in Social Theory,
Religion and Politics
• Cambridge Studies in Contentious Politics
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Recent highligts

Key journals

OVER

200
TITLES

200+

Cambridge University
Press Titles

3+

Partner Titles

Statistics & Probability
Ideas formulated in terms of statistics and probability are uniquely portable across applied modeling and
data-driven disciplines. Cambridge’s publishing supports and promotes this central role by keeping statistics
and probability in communication with each other, their mathematical roots, and the applied disciplines that
both motivate and use advances in theory, methods, and computation.
We publish in the following
topics within Statistics &
Probability:
Applied probability and stochastic networks,
Computational statistics, machine learning
and information science, Optimization, OR
and risk, Probability theory and stochastic
processes, Statistical theory and methods,
Statistics and probability: general interest,
Statistics for econometrics, finance and
insurance, Statistics for life sciences,
medicine and health, Statistics for physical
sciences and engineering, Statistics for
environmental sciences, Statistics for social
sciences, behavioural sciences and law

Popular ebooks from Cambridge

Recent highlights

Key book series
•
•
•
•
•

Cambridge Series in Statistical and Probabilistic Mathematics
Institute of Mathematical Series Monographs
Institute of Mathematical Statistics Textbooks
International Series on Actuarial Science
Practical Guides to Biostatistics and Epidemiology
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Cambridge Journals
on Cambridge Core

Cambridge Journals
Digital Archive on
Cambridge Core

Ebooks on
Cambridge Core
including partner
publisher titles

Cambridge Law
Reports
46

Lease to own

Annual lease with
anytime start

Annual
subscription

PLATFORM

One time fee
perpetual access

Products & Pricing Options

• Site Licence, Multi-Site Licence and Consortia Sales available as
well as individual journal subscriptions
• Find out more by visiting cambridge.org/core/services/librarians
or use the contact details on the back of this catalogue

✓

• One-time purchase of full collection or HSS, STM and Medicine
sub collections. Smaller subject collections and individual journal
archives also available
• For a price quote tailored for your institution please contact us
using the details on the back of this catalogue
• Please visit cambridge.org/core-cjda for more information

✓

• Pick-and-Choose on a title-by-title basis
• Customised subject collections
• Select defined subjects of interest or create your own
collections
• Evidence Based Acquisition (EBA)
Under an EBA model, institutions are given access to an extensive
online collection of Cambridge and partner press ebooks, before
looking at usage data and making decisions about which titles to
buy access to in perpetuity
• Advance Ordering Purchase
either the complete list of over 1,000 new titles added every year
or specify custom subject areas. Contact your sales representative
for a tailored quotation
• Librarian Self Service
Self-service is available on Cambridge Core. If you would like to
set this up please contact your sales representative

✓

✓

PURCHASING OPTIONS

✓

✓

✓

• Perpetual purchase of past volumes
• Combined print and online bundle option also available

Annual lease with
anytime start

Lease to own

✓

✓

Cambridge Companions Online

✓

✓

Cambridge Histories Online

✓

Shakespeare Survey Online

✓

Dictionary of Irish Biography
Online

✓

Annual
subscription

✓

One time fee
perpetual access

Cambridge Archive Editions

PRODUCT

• Purchase perpetual access to the full collection, or
smaller subject collections via a one-time fee
• Title-by-title purchasing
• Annual collection updates in that year
• Annual lease option

✓
• Top-up fees for additional content
• One-time perpetual access option also available in
some territories – please enquire

✓
• Top-up collections available at extra cost

✓

Orlando

✓

JFM Archive

✓

MRS Advances

✓

Africa Bibliography

• Available as a complete collection of over 1,000
volumes, in smaller regional collections, or sets

• Annual top-up collections also available
• Smaller sub sets also available

Stahl Online
Historical Statistics of the
United States (HSUS)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

✓
• Regular or premium subscription
• Perpetual access to the MRS Online Proceedings
Library archive also available

✓
✓

Please note, maintenance fees may apply on our platforms. Please speak to your sales contact for more information.
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Evidence Based
Acquistion
For data-driven decisions
Access to over 32,000
ebooks for six or
twelve months

Analyse usage data to
decide which titles to
buy in perpetuity

Find out more at cambridge.org/core-eba

Additional platforms and products from
Cambridge
Cambridge Archive Editions is an
imprint of Cambridge University
Press, publishing primary source
collections, and conducting original
research in government records
and other sources. Cambridge
Archive Editions, in partnership
with East View Information Services,
have digitised the collection to
make all the original print volumes
and accompanying maps available
as online editions.
Find out more:
cambridge.org/cae

Cambridge
Law Reports

Exclusive CAE features
• Over 1,000 volumes with nearly 700,000
pages of primary sources
• Online collections mirror the print editions
• Unlimited institutional access
• OCLC MARC records
• Optimized database to help you create
your own collections
• Optimized browsing by specific title or
subject area

Collections
•
•
•
•

East and South-East Asia (8 Titles)
European, Slavic and Caucasian (11 Titles)
Near and Middle East (110 Titles)
America and Great Britain: Diplomatic
Relations, 1775–1815: British Government
Documents (1 title)

Cambridge Law Reports (CLR)
offers fast and easy access to key
reports, online ahead of print,
including the content of the
leading International Law Reports
series and the ICSID Reports.

Exclusive CLR features

It offers extensive search options,
a unique browse feature to
quickly find required content and
a personal folder for saving key
cases and searches.

Features for librarians

Find out more:
lawreports.cambridge.org

• Browse by courts, judge and keyword
• Functionality to export citations
• Site responds to your preferred device,
including smartphones
• Easy-to-view access details
• New cases highlighted on the homepage

Availability: CAE is available to institutions
and individuals in their entirety or as
collections, either via a one-time fee for
perpetual access, subscription or lease to
own.

Availability: Access to CLR is available via
a number of purchase and lease options.
Purchase the full collection, perpetual
access to past volumes or lease the entire
collection without ownership. Combined
print and online bundle options are also
available.

•
•
•
•

ATHENS and Shibboleth compatible
In house and OCLC MARC Records available
COUNTER reports available
Technical support, on-site help, FAQs
and user statistics
• Promotional Resources and user guides
available
cambridge.org/core
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The Cambridge Edition
of the Works of

BEN
JONSON
Online

The Cambridge Edition of the
Works of Ben Jonson Online
features Jonson’s complete works,
together with an extensive critical
and documentary archive. With
over three times as much content
as the print edition, extensive
viewing, search and comparison
tools, it is a key resource for
anyone studying literature.
Find out more:
cambridge.org/jonsononline

Orlando
Women’s Writing in
the British Isles from
the Beginnings to
the Present

Orlando is an online textbase
providing a wealth of biographical
and critical information about
British women writers, with related
entries on literary and historical
events, male writers, and nonBritish women writers.
Find out more:
orlando.cambridge.org

Key features

Unique features

• Extensive resources: Includes plays, court
masques and entertainments, poems,
prose works and letters
• Functionality to compare and contrast
the texts: Digital comparison tool allows
original and new interpretations of
transcriptions to be viewed side by side
• Three times as much content as print
edition: Provides extensive contextual and
critical material, including analytical essays,
documentary records, music sources, and a
complete performance archive
• Innovative digital content: Explore an
interactive timeline, and access audio files
of relevant Renaissance music
• Both old and modern spelling
• Search across works, essays, records and
reference collections: Also refine search
by year, content type and other parameters

Ben Jonson Online includes newly discovered
materials not available elsewhere, including:

The resource includes

Key features

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• A unique resource providing previously
unavailable material
• Created and maintained by experts
in the field
• Updated twice a year with new and revised
content
• Powerful search options
• Detailed tagging enables multiple lines
of enquiry

Over 1,300 British women writers
More than 33,000 names
25,000+ cited works
Over 8 million words of text
Authors’ lives
Writing careers
Contextual material
Timelines
Internal links
Bibliographies

Orlando is updated at regular intervals with
new information relating to past and present
writers and events. Thanks to meticulous
tagging, plus powerful search and analysis
tools, it offers multiple perspectives on
centuries of women’s writing.
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• Textual essays accompanying the works
• Performance calendar (the most detailed
consolidated listing on Jonson’s plays ever
compiled)
• Masque records which contain transcripts
of all contextual information on court
masques
• Life records area and music edition
• High quality reproduced images
Availability: The Cambridge Edition of
the Works of Ben Jonson is available as
a one-time purchase to institutions and
individuals.

Availability: Orlando is available via an
annual lease model. For more information
or pricing, please get in touch with your
usual Cambridge colleague, or use the
contact information on the back of this
catalogue.

Historical
Statistics
of the
United
States
(HSUS)
Millennial Edition Online

Dictionary
of Irish
Biography
Online

A thoroughly revised edition of the
standard source for quantitative
indicators of American history,
utilising information from the
2000 United States Census and
reflecting thirty years of new data
and scholarship.
Find out more:
hsus.cambridge.org
Key features
•
•
•
•
•
•

More than 1,900 tables and over 170 maps
Full source citations
Extensive technical documentation
Bookmarking functionality
MARC Records
Help & FAQs

The Dictionary of Irish Biography
(DIB) is a collaborative project
between Cambridge University
Press and the Royal Irish Academy,
involving 700 contributors and
spanning over 9,000 lives.
The DIB includes the lives of Irish
men and women who made a
significant contribution in Ireland
and abroad, as well as those born
overseas who had noteworthy
careers in Ireland.
Find out more:
dib.cambridge.org

The essential US reference
resource
• Provides rich material for both
contemporary and historical researchers
• Places each topic in a historical context by
a recognised expert in the field
• Offers statistics from over 1,000 sources
that record every aspect of the history of
the United States
• Includes over 80 scholars who have
contributed their efforts and expertise to
select, assemble, and document the data,
to write the introductory 			
essays, and to analyse the material.
• Is a fully searchable and downloadable
edition that enables users to graph
individual tables and create customised
tables and spreadsheets reflecting their
own areas of interest

Key features
• Updated twice a year
• Cross-referenced throughout
• Extensive search options include an
embedded Google map for locating
birth places
• Search by themes – birth, death, religion,
culture
• Download, print or email biographies
• Save searches
• Social bookmarking options

Historical figures include:
St Brigit, Maud Gonne MacBride, Edward
Carson, James Joyce, St Patrick, Patrick
Pearse, Shane O’Neil, Bobby Sands, James
Ussher, Eamon de Valera

Topics include
•
•
•
•
•

The Confederacy
Crime
Education
Energy
Health

•
•
•
•
•

Migration
Population
Prices
Vietnam War
Voting patterns

Availability: HSUS is available via a onetime fee for perpetual access, with top up
collections available at extra cost. For more
information or pricing, please get in touch
with your usual Cambridge colleague, or
use the contact information on the back of
this catalogue.

The Dictionary of Irish Biography is an
indispensable reference work for scholars,
journalists, teachers, broadcasters, diplomats,
and anyone interested in Irish history and
culture.
Availability: The Dictionary of Irish
Biography is available via a one-time fee
for perpetual access, plus top-up fees for
additional content. For more information
or pricing, please get in touch with your
usual Cambridge colleague, or use the
contact information on the back of this
catalogue.
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Africa
Bibliography

The annual Africa Bibliography,
long considered the leading
bibliographic guide to all works
in African studies, has been fully
digitised and launched as a fullysearchable online database,
in consultation with Africanist
librarians. It’s the ideal solution for
institutions with a focus on African
research.

Functionality at a glance:
• A fully-searchable online database
containing a comprehensive record of
African studies literature from the 1980s
to present
• Full bibliographic records comprising
books, journal articles and chapters
• Classification by region, country and
subject
• User-friendly search functionality to quickly
locate relevant publications
Availability: Africa Bibliography is available
to single and multi-site institutions via an
annual lease model. For more information
or pricing, please get in touch with your
usual Cambridge colleague, or use the
contact information on the back of this
catalogue.

Find out more:
africabibliography.cambridge.org

With this fully revised Fourth Edition, Dr. Stahl returns to the essential
roots of what it means to become a neurobiologically empowered
psychopharmacologist, expertly guided in the selection and combination
of treatments for individual patients in practice.

Integrating much of the basic neuroscience into the clinical chapters, and
with major additions in the areas of psychosis, antipsychotics, antidepressants, impulsivity, compulsivity, and addiction, this is the single most readily
readable source of information on disease and drug mechanisms.
This remains the essential text for all students and professionals in mental
health seeking to understand and utilize current therapeutics, and to
anticipate the future for novel medications.

Stahl 9781107025981 PPC. C M Y K

Stahl
Online

Embracing the unifying themes of “symptom endophenotypes,” dimensions
of psychopathology that cut across syndromes, and “symptoms and
circuits,” every aspect of the text has been updated to the frontiers of
current knowledge, with the clarity of explanation and illustration that
only Dr. Stahl can bring.

Praise for previous editions:

“… essential reading … I would thoroughly recommend
this book to anyone who works with psychotropic drugs
– or who has the task of teaching others about them!”
American Journal of Psychiatry

“The clinically orientated chapters do an impressive
job of bringing together the neuropathological basis
and psychopharmacological approaches to psychiatric
conditions. I would highly recommend this as a concise,
entertaining, and easily accessible source of information.” Addiction Biology

“If there is one basic psychopharmacology text for a
practitioner or teacher of psychiatric medicine to own,
this is it … Cleverly illustrated with simple cartoons, this
book presents complex information in an easily accessible manner … Essential Psychopharmacology is a
first-rate book.” The Lancet

“… an excellent basic textbook covering the key areas
of psychopharmacology. Its concise and structured
approach made reading enjoyable … I would wholeheartedly recommend this book to all psychiatric trainees.”
Journal of Intellectual Disability Research

of readers an engaging and comprehensive view of
psychopharmacology. It is highly recommended to both
novice and experienced researchers, who stand to gain
a new or renewed appreciation for the complexity and
beauty of how the nervous system mediates the
behavioral effects of drugs.” Contemporary Psychology
“The book is an excellent source of information for the
art of prescribing psychotropic medications. This book
belongs in every clinician’s library and serves as a model
of clarity for others.” Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica
“Medical students, psychiatry residents, and fellows
and experienced clinicians will find the style and content
refreshing … I recommend this text as an extremely
useful reference work as we enter the next decade of
discovery in brain neurosciences and its role in clinical
psychiatry.” Psychological Medicine
“We highly recommend this book both to general practitioners who may need information on general mechanisms of psychotropic drugs and to students who would
like to learn more about basic psychopharmacology and
its practical applications.” Clinical Neuropsychiatry

Stahl
Fourth
Edition

Stephen M. Stahl
Fourth Edition

Stahl’s Essential
Psychopharmacology

Neuroscientific Basis and Practical Applications

“As an MRC psychiatry student I have benefited enormously from studying this book. Stahl has allowed me
to see the light in what I previously found to be a very
complex subject; it has made a fascinating and fulfilling
read.” International Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry
“Essential Psychopharmacology offers a wide range

• Stahl’s Essential Psychopharmacology
4th Edition
• The Prescriber’s Guide, 5th Edition
• Stahl’s Self-Assessment Examination in
Psychiatry
• Stahl’s Illustrated Guides
• Case Studies

Find out more:
stahlonline.org
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Stephen M. Stahl is Adjunct
Professor of Psychiatry at the
University of California at San
Diego, California, USA, and
Honorary Visiting Senior Fellow
in Psychiatry at the University
of Cambridge, Cambridge,
UK. He has conducted various
research projects awarded by
the National Institute of Mental
Health, Veterans Affairs, and
the pharmaceutical industry.
Author of more than 500
articles and chapters, Dr. Stahl
is the author of the bestseller
Stahl’s Essential Psychopharmacology and The Prescriber’s
Guide.

Stahl’s Essential Psychopharmacology

Stahl Online comprises online
versions of the complete set
of reference works written or
edited by Dr. Stephen M. Stahl,
one of the world’s leading
psychopharmacologists. These
include:

Updated and fully searchable
Content on Stahl Online is updated regularly,
including additions or changes to the texts,
new drugs, dosage recommendations and
supplemental information. The site also
enables one-click access to the SME portal at
Dr. Stahl’s Neuroscience Education Institute.
Users are able to search for drugs by class,
name, type, or use across all content and
then easily filter results.

Key features
• New improved design and easy to
navigate content
• COUNTER reports and MARC Records
available
• Unlimited user concurrency and simpler
pricing model
• Access to new titles and editions as soon
as available at no extra charge
Availability: Stahl Online is available via
an annual lease with an anytime start.
For more information or pricing, please
get in touch with your usual Cambridge
colleague, or use the contact information
on the back of this catalogue.

Cambridge Journals

Digital Archive
Knowledge is no longer shelved
Over 900,000
articles from
300+ journals

Over 245 years
of world class
research

Available in collections, bespoke packages and as individual
journal archives

Find out more cambridge.org/core-cjda

Contact us

For further information please contact us using the
details below or speak to your usual sales representative.

Americas: online@cambridge.org
Asia: asiamktg@cambridge.org
India: academicmarketingindia@cambridge.org
Rest of world: library.sales@cambridge.org

Find us online today
cambridge.org/core
facebook.com/cambridgecore
twitter.com/cambridgelib
cambridge.org/core/blog
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